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CM Motives and the Taniyama Group

NORBERT SCHAPPACHER

0. Introduction

0.1. The ring of endomorphisms End(l) of an elliplic curve ,4 over C
is either isomorphic lo Z or to an order d in an imaginary quadratic field
(. In the latter case, I is said 1o have complex multiplication by 0 . The
classical theory of complex multiplication describes explicitly the action of
Au(C/iK) on A-i.e., on its j-invariant-and on the torsion points of l,
i.e., on its Tate module. In particular, one shows that I always has a model

over the so-called ring class field of 6 , a certairr abelian extension of K , and

the action on torsion points (the so-called *reciprocity law") is given in terms

of the class field theory of K. Furthermore, the Z-function of an elliptic
curve witl complex multiplication defined over a number field k is seen to
be a product of two tr-functions of Hecke characters of k with values in
/(.1

The generalisation of this theory of complex multiplication to abelian vari-
eties of higher dimension is due to [Shimura and Taniyama, l96l ]. An abelian
vz;iety AIC of dimension n (sry, A simple) is saidto have complex multi-
plication if its ring of endomorphisms has maximal possible rank over Z, i.e.,

if itis isomorphic to an order in a freld E of degree lE:Ql=2n. Then E is

necessarily a so-called CM-freld, i.e., a totally imaginary quadratic extension

of a totally reat field. In this case, I (together with its endomorphisms) has

a model over some number field k, and the action of End(l) on the tangent
space at 0 of I defines a klinear representation of E which diagonalises
over some smallest CM subfield K of k, called the reflex field of E (v/ith
respect to ,4 ). The Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law-see [Shimura, 1971,

Theorem 5.I51-describes the action of Au(C/iK) on I and its torsion
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points in terms of the class field theory of rK. Furthermore, the Z-function
of I over k is expressed as a product of l-functions of Hecke characters
of & with values in ,E .

In the elliptic curve case K is imaginary quadratic, and since it is easy to
analyse the action of the continuous automorphism of complex conjugation,
one obtains the complete action of Aut C on l. Also, if I (but not all its
endomorphisms) is defined over a real field ko (for instance, ko = Q), then
it is not difrcult to identify the Z-function of / over ko as one of the two
Hecke Z-functions occurring as factors of the Z-function of ,4 over /<o . K .

See [Deuring 1953ff1.
In the general case however, the action of automorphisms on the abelian

vaiety A which are not trivial on the reflex field K was not known before
1980. And in the case where I (not its complex multiplication) descends to
a number field &o not containing K, it was not clear in general whether and
how the Z-function of I over (o could be expressed by Hecke l-functions.

0.2. This incompleteness of the 'classical" theory of complex multiplica-
tion of abelian varieties was not just an esthetic blunder, but represented a
serious desideratum in view of the applications to (special points of) Shimura
varieties. According to Deligne, Shimura varieties should parametrise mo-
tives. This prompted I-anglands [r nnglands, 1979] to look for a motivic
formulation of the problem of conjugation of Shimura varieties.

In doing so, I-anglands reduces to Shimura varieties of tori and uses Serre's
results from [Serre, 1968], where a group-theoretic treatment of algebraic
Hecke characters and abelian l-adic representations had been given. In par-
ticular, Serre had defined the (connected) *Serre group" .,7, the representa-
tions of which may be thought of as "CM-motives over Q "-see 1.3 below. 2

The group scheme corresponding to a (hypothetical) category of CM mo-
tives over Q should be an extension of Gal(O/Q) by .9-see 1.2, 1.4 below.
In [r.qn8lrnfls, 1979], Langlands wrote down explicit cocycles characterising a
c€rtain extension of Gat(Q/Q) by .-7 which he called the Taniyama group
and which he conjectured to be the group scheme corresponding to .the.
category of CM motives over Q .

It seems that it was Milne and Shih who shortly hereafter observed how
l,anglands's conjectural description of CM motives implied a generalisation
of the Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law to all automorphisms of C-cf.
[Milne, Shih, l98l and 1982] and [Milne, 1981]. (For the reverse implica-
tion, see Milne's contribution 'Motives and Shimura varieti€s" to the present
Proceedings.)

0.3, In Langlands's Md.rchen,Ihe category of CM motives was hypothetical
and the word "motive" was not given a precise meaning. Soon after the

2 Serre hins€lf meotions Grothetrdiecfs hypothetical th€ory of motives as an in$pirational
background in rhe introduction to [Sore, 1968].
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Corvallis conference Deligne made progress on absolute Hodge cycles and
the category of motives defined with them-see [Deligne 1979, 0.9-0.1 l], cf.
[Panchishkin 1993].

More precisely, Deligne was able to show that, on an abelian variety, every
Hodge cycle is an absolute Hodge cycle: [Deligne (Milne), 1982]. Thus, any
category of motives for absolute Hodge cycles which is generated by a class
of abelian varieties is not only well defined, but in it, we actually have at
our disposal ess€ntially all homomorphisms and objects that are expected to
exist-

0.3.1. Using this manageable category of motives, Deligne was then able to
proye, not later than the summer of l98l [Deligne, 1982], that Langlands's
Taniyama group is isomorphic to the motivic Galois group of the category
?./O of absolute Hodge cycle CM motives over Q (see gl below for the
precise definition of ?..1q).

This theorem of Deligne solves the two problems mentioned in g0.l above,
to wit: (a) it generalises the Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law to all auto-
morphisms of C, and (b) it settles the problem about the Z-function of a
potentially CM abelian variety. See [Deligne, 1982, pp. 262/3: Remarques
4 and 21.

0.4. To appreciate (b), recall that, a piori, absolute Hodge cycle motives
might have some undesirable properties. Specifically, absolute Hodge cycles
cannot in general be demonstrated to behave well under reduction. Therefore,
we cannot be sure at first that our motives have strictly compatible systems of
l-adic representations. So their Z-functions are not under control. However,
the Taniyama gxoup is related to the Weil group (of Q). Thus, via Deligne's
result, the objects of E(o do give finite-dimensional representations of the
Weil group. See [5 below for details.

In fact, (b) had essentially been established independently slightly earlier,
by H. Yoshida [Yoshida, l98l].

0.5. As for the general reciprocity law (a), John Tate (who spent the aca-
demic year 1980-81 in Paris) worked out, and partially proved, in the Spring
of l98l a conjecture giving a completely explicit class field theoretic gen-
eralisation of the Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law: see [Tate, l98l], a
manuscript which, among othen, is projected to appear in the Collected
Papers of Tate. In our notation of 4.4 below, Tate's conjecture says that
fo\ , j,) = Ss(s, ,t) for all s e Go and for all 'CM-types" ,t , i.e., for all
characters i of the Serre group associated to abelian varieties of CM type
bv E.

Everything that Tate formulated and proved was (motivated by, but) log-
ically independent of Langlands's construction and Deligne's work on Lang-
lands's conjecture. In fac1, Tate's conjecture and his partial proof of it could
have in principle been obtained by Shimura and Taniyama back in the frfties.
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However, in the fall of l98l Deligpe gar,e a complete proof of Tate's
statement using the theory of absolute Hodge cycles. More precisely, Deligne
$howed that all one had to know to derive the full conjecture of Tate from
Tate's own partial result was the following: the quantitites ,f (s, ,1.) and

Bs(s, 1) satisfy a relation fl/r(s, ,1,)o' : I and fIs"$, ).,)"' -- I (a, e Z),
whenwer the corresponding linear combination of the CM-types ,ti is the
trivial character of the Serre group. This follows trivially if we can consis-
t€ntly define fBG, ),) and 86(s,l) for any character ofthe Serre group, not
just for CM-types of abelian varieties. 3

0.6. In the following presentation we do the following: we generalise Tate's
formalism from CM abelian varieties to arbitrary CM motives. Here the word
"motive" will always refer to the absolute Hodge cycle theory, and 'CM mo.
tives" are defined as arising from abelian varieties which, over C, have com-
plex multiplication. Note that this implies that we have the corresponding
quantitites f and g , for instance for the motives of Fermat hypersurfaces,
as well as for motives of CM type obtained from K3 surfaces-see [Deligne
and Milne, 1982, p. 217j.

Now, by generalising Tate's formalism in this way we also retrieve l-ang-
lands's construction of the Taniyama group and Deligne's theorem (0.3.1).
In fact, Tate's quantities /r, gE (generalised to arbritrary CM motives) each

characterise a certain extension of Gal(o/Q) by ,9 , and it is elementary
to show (see gg3 and 4 below) that 8s grves the motivic Galois group of
Deligne's category LJo, and that fE defines langlands's Taniyama group!

In this way, the proof of Tate's (generalised) conjecture gives, by the same

token, the proof of Deligne's theorem on the Taniyama group-see Theorem
4.4 below.

0.7. Deligne's theorems mentioned in 0.3 were first published in [Deligne
et at., 19821, where the reader can also find a survey of Langlands's definition
of the Taniyama goup [Milne and Shih, 1981, (D]. Later treatments can be
found in [Schappacher, 1988, I.6] and [Milne, 1989, chapter I]. See also the
brief accounts contained in [Anderson, 1986] and [Blasius, 1986].

The presentation given here is somewhat analogous to Milne's unpublished
manuscript [Milne, 1981]. I saw this manuscript for the first time after the
first version of this paper was written. It was in fact G. Anderson who had
explained these things to me in 1984.

0.E. Thanks are due to the referee and the editor for helpful suggestions,

and especially for prodding me to put in more details and explanations. All

3 Note here the Derfect analogy wirh DeligDe's motivic proof of Shimura's monomial re-

latioN betw€€! p€riods of CM abelial varieties: see [Deligne (Bryltucki), 1980, Schrppacher'
1988, Chapter lvl.
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mistakes or shortcomings still are only mine, of course; but they may have
become more easily detectable in this way.

l. The category E"{O

l-,et k be a field embeddable into C. Fix an algebraic closure k of k, and
write G& : Grl?lb for the absolute Galois group of k. The letter d
denotes embeddings a: &.--C.

Throuehout this article, the word *motive over k " will refer to the semi-
simple Tannakian calegory ,t/ ofmotives over /c for absolute Hodge cycles,
cf. [Deligne, 1979,0.9-0.ll,Deligneetal., 1932, p"aslishkin, 1993]. Recall
the realisation fibre functors built into the theory of absolute Hodge cycles,
Betti realisation llo , for each embedding o : & ---' C , the de Rham realisation
I1*, and for each prime number l, the l-adic realisation Hr. lf X is a
nonsingular projective algebraic variety defined over k, then X defines an
obiect h(X) of ..1r, and for each I e Z therc exists a motive hi1x1 . an

object of .11 , surch rhat h(X) =Dihi(X). The various realisations of l,'(X)
are, respectively, singular cohomology n'(1X xo,o Cl(C), Q) , algebraic de

Rham cohomology Hki./.lk). and /-adic cohomology rrjltx 
"o 

E. qr1.
A simple abelian variety I over ,|( issaidtobeof CM-type if QorEtd,pA

is a CM-field (i.e., a purely imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real
algebraic number field) of degree 2.dimA. An arbitrary abelian variety
A over k is said to admit complex multiplication, or'to be CM", if every
simple isogeny factor is of CM-type. Finally, l//< is said to admit potential
complex multiplication, or for short, "to be potentially CW, if A xoL is CM
for some finite extension L of k.

Defrne R{, to be the smallest full (Q-linear neutralised) Tannakian sub-

category of 'A, contat ng the motives ht 1.11 for all abelian varieties I
defined over k which are potentially CM.

l.l. LEMMA. E{, contains arbitrary Tate twists Q@), m e Z, and
the category "l) of 'l,rtin motives over k is afull Tannakian subcategory of
?2,

This latter c*egory t) is by definition the Tannakian subcategory of
motiyes generated by the ft01x1 , where X is a variety of dimension zero
defined over /c-cf. [Deligne and Milne, 1982, p. 2l l, Panchishkin, 1993]. In
particular, the aulomorphism group scheme of the frbre 

^)nctot 
Ho (fot any

embedding o1 is, ,l.ut@ Qf! , H) = 
gk, where the Galois group is viewed as

a constant group scheme. This follows from the fact that for X of dimension
zero, X(Q) is just a finite collection of points with Galois action.

PRooF. First, the cohomology ring ofan abelian variety is well known to
be the exterior algebra on Ht(l). This holds for every realisation of ft(l)
and carries over to absolute Hodge cycle motives. Thus, lhe category A.t l
contains all motives ,'(l) for CM abelian varieties I defined over &.
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The claim of the lemma concerning Tate twists follows from the isomor-
phism of motives ,r'?(-E) : Q(-l) for any elliptic curve , (with or without
CM) which is geometrically irreducible over ,lc . In fact, this follows from
the nondegenerate alternating pairing in every realisation, Ht (E) \ Ht (E) --
rr(Q(-r)).

To see that every object of ,/) occurs in ?,./s, note that for every ge-

ometrically irreducible abelian variety Alk , one has ll0(l) = ft0(Spec k).
Thus, for any extension Llk, h0 (A xft Z) = ,o(Spec r) . These latter mo-
tives generate .,J) as a Tannakian ciltegory.

The central object of this survey is the Q goup scheme of tensor auto.
morphisms of the frbre fundor H, on K.(o:

% = 4t4!,e(g"Ja, H).
Here we write '8 " (for Betti) instead of o because there is only one em-
bedding of Q into C .

This pro-algebraic group, which determines the category K,t{o up to equiv-
alence, is the motiyic Galois group mentioned in the introduction. It will
eventually be identified with the Taniyama goup. But before defining the
Taniyama group (in g4 below) we will introduce and formalise the 6ner struc-
tures with which % is naturally equipped.

By the Tannakian formalism, the fully faithful inclusion functor ;/f, --
G,lo ind'uc,es a faithfully flat homomorphism of Q group schemes Z .-
Go , 

a and the essentially sudective base change finctor Gl(o ...+ G,t6 in-
duces a closed immersion %" .- % , where %" : Aqf (9"{O,II') for some

fixed embedding o: Q-*C.
These homorphisms, in fact, form an exact sequence of Q group schemes

( 1.2) l--%"--%-Gq--t.
PRooF. More generally, for any s € Ga the fibre over s in % may be

written &9I4E(H,, 11o""), where we view ,EI, oa KZe via o. The point

is that for any Qalgebra .R, any automorphism g e % (R) = !reU,@(HD @

R, flr 8n) in the fibre above s and any object M of Ei(o, the identifica-
tions

H'(M " o) @ R 

=X"::,nX; 

H B(M) e R

define homomorphisms in a way functorial in M x Q and R , and compatible
with tensor products. But any object N of E'llo is a direct factor of an

object of the form M x Q for i}4 defined over Q: in fact, N is defined

a Here, as before, Ge is considered as a coNlant group scheme.
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over a number field, so take the restriction of scalars to Q and extend back
up to Q. Therefore, g defines an element of Isom(IlooR, I1"."eR). This
establishes a bijection between the fibre above s and Isom@ (Ho , H,.") . Cf.
[Jannsen, 1990, pp. 52-54, proof of 4.7.e].

1.2.1. RTMARK. 1.2 shows that %" may be identified with the connected
component ofthe identity in Z.

1.3. PRoposrrroN. fL" is isomorphic to the (connected) Serre group ,9.
We will sketch the proof, at the same time introducing .7 . For k =Q,

Deligne's absolute Hodge cycle theorem implies that for all o : Q * C, ttre
Betti realisation functor I1o defines an equivalence of Tannakian categories
between 8,*6 and the subcategory of rational Hodge structures generated

by those coming from CM abelian varieties. The identification of %" :
A!!.@ (AZA , H, ) orittr .7 comes from an explicit description of those Hodge
structures.

1.3.1. CMlypes. l€t ft c C be a number field, i.e., a finite extension of Q,
and let I be an abelian variety of CMlype deftned over ft. So I is equipped
with an isomorphism E -- Q I End/rl for some CM-field .E of degree

[E:Q] = 2.61.7. Then every element of ,o defines an endomorphism of
the rational Hodge structure rrjlz;.s nut

rl;(l)sac= @ rj1z1 er,"c.
tE+C

Thus, since dimE HtB@) = l, for each tE.-- C there exists n"e {0, l}
such that

HBIA)eE.,cg Hn"t-n'.
This system of Hodge numben (n,) determines the CMlype of A whtch,
classically,6 is simply the half-system of embeddings T -- {t I n, = l}.
Note that for c = complex conjugation, one has I n cT -- O, T u cT :
Hom(E, C).

Conversely, every such half-system Z of embeddings of -E satisfying these
conditions occurs as the CM-type of an abelian variety of CM-type v/ith CM
by E which is defined over some finite extension of k. In fact, over C, if
g = tE:Ql , then rake Cs IOE with the ring of integen d, embedded into
C8 via the direct sum of the elements of ?". Like any CM abelian variety,
this has a model over Q-see footnote 7 for a more precise statement.

1.3.2. Lrurrar. The Lspan in Z[Hon(E , C)l of all CM-types (n,) k
equal to the set of all (m,) e Zl}lom(E , C)'l such that u = m"" + m" is
independent of t .

5 That is the Betti cohomology Fr(,4 xoC), for the ixed inclusion a: t*C.
6 

See lshimura and Tanilanr, 196t, g5.21 or [Shinorr, l9?1, $5.5 B]. There is, how€vet a
diferenc€ in normalisarion: we work with dr(,4) rather thaD the classical t{(l). Recall lhal
r' 'o : t/(,1, or) or c.
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PRooF. It is clear that all elements in the Zspan of CM-types have the
desired property. Conversely, let the system (rn!) satisfy the condition ofthe
lemma, and choose rl € Hom(,E, C) as well as some CM-type I, containing
xtithen (m)-m,.2, has coefficient 0 at rl . Next, for zt+12e Zl , choose
a CM-tpe Z2 containing t2,bnI crr. Then (m")-mrTr-(mr+mr)-7, has
coefrcient 0 at 12. We can continue like this for all elements rt, ... , tn e
7, , where 7 = [E:Q]. So we finally correct the given (m,), modulo an
element from the Z.span of CM-types, to a system (zi) which involves
only cr, , ... , ctrn and still satisfies the condition that w' = m'", + m'" is
independent of ? . It follows that (m!) = w' ' cTp and the lemma is proved.

1.3.3. Another way to conceive of CM-t1pes, which paves the way to the
Serre group, is to view them as algebraic homomorphisms between ft* and
E'-cf. [Deligne, I 977, $5. I ].

Consider rhe kaat module of holomorphic differentiah O)ft(l). The
homomorphism

det*(te.; o)k@D: E- -k-
is in fact a homomorphism of Q-algebraic groups

R'IQG' - R*/QG''

The link q.ith the system of Hodge numbers (n") is simply given by
deto (l o .r ; O)o(,4)) = fl",p-gt(x)n' (remember that k c C ).

The analogous algebraic homomorphism in the opposite direction

( 1.3.4) detE(. s I ; a)rQ{)' RurqG-' RrrqG,'

corresponds to what is classically called the dual (or reflex) CM-type of rhe
one given by the (2") . More precisely, this dual homomorphism will in
general be extended up from proper CM subfields of &. The smallest CM
subfield K of k to which this dual CM-type descends is called the rcllex
fwld of $e initial CM-rype of E.

If we *rite the dual type 1.3.4 in the form (nj), where o ranges over the
embeddings of t into C, then K is the smallest CM subfield of k which
admits a CM-type (n|) sucn that n!: | * ni: I for {: dtx. With this

notation, it is the CM-type (z|) on the reflex field that is classically called
the dual of (n,) .

Alternatively, the reflex field K c Q is simply the fired field of the sta-

biliser in Ga of the initial CM-type (n"). Cf. [Shimura and Taniyama, 1961,

$8.31.

1.3.5. For any CM field E ,lel ,98 be the biggest qalgebraic quotient of
REleG,, through which all CM-types factorise. In other words, the character

group X (y) is the group of all mappings x '* f1"."-. r(x1^' for (m,)
such ihat u = fl"o" + rz, is independent of z. This last condition makes

sense for any number field Z instead of E and defrnes It in general. The
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characters of 9" arc necessarily extended up from CM subfields of l, via
the norm.

1.3.6. DerrNrrro i-. ,9 : M"9, = ljm u <*r9e (with inverse limits
taken with respect to the norm maps) is called the (connected) Serre group.

By 1.3.2, all characterc of ,9, defined over Q are generated by the twes of
abelian varieties I defined over Q of CM+ype by E . The CM-type clearly
characterises the rational Hodge structure nt 61 of ,4 . By Deligne's theo-
rem on absolute Hodge cycles on abelian varieties [Deligne (Milne), 1982],
the type therefore characterises the motive ht 1Al over Q. An integral lin-
ear combination of types corresponds to the corresponding .E-linear tensor
product of motives M it Gl6 (which admit coefrcients in .E such that
Ho(M) is a one-dimensional -E vector space).

Furthermore, the norm map Nu,,u corresponds to the extension of coef-

ficients 8r.E' on motives with an E action. So passing from characters of
9, to those of .7 has the efect of not having to worry about the fact that,
in general, a product of two characters ),r, ),, wilh fields of values E may
have values generating a proper subfield Eo of E, in which case ),r8),, cor-
responds to a motive with coefrcients in E which is obtained from another
motive, with coefficients in Eo , by extension of the field of coefrcients.

Summing up we conclude that via M ,- He(M) , the category Elo is

equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional representations of L This
shows 1.3.

1.3.7. An alternative description of the Serre group is as follows.
DnrrrrrroN. (i) A rational Hodge structure is CM if it is polarisable and

its Mumford-Tate group is abelian.
(ii) ,7 is the affine group scheme corresponding to the Tannakian category

of CM Hodge structures, with the forgetful fibre functor.
EXAMPLE. If I is an abelian variety of CM-type (1.3.1), then EtD@) is

a CM Hodge structure.
We do not go into this point of view here. See for instance [Schappacher,

1988, I 6.ll; cf. [Milne, 1989, p. 294tr]. The fact that this approach gives
the same pro-torus .7 as described above is one way to see that the CM
Hodge structures are precisely those obtained as Betti realisations of objects
in G,16.

We now describe some iner properties of the extension 1.2.

1.4, Just as for the Serre group .-7, the whole of % is also an inverse
limit of algebraic groups coming from finite levels, and in fact, the whole
exact sequence 1.2 is the inverse limit of the following:

(1.4.t) | .- 9E .- %F -- Gat(En lQ) -- 1.

Here ,E runs over frnite CM fields Galois over e , E"b is the maximal abelian
extension of ,E in Q, and %u is the affine group scheme corresponding to
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the full Tannakian subcategory of K{o Eenet*ed by the objects that admit

coefficients in .E . Equivalently ? %" is generuted, (as a Tannakian category)

by RL/aht(A), v.ith I an abelian variety of CM t1pe by E, defined over

some algebraic number field L c Etu . For E .-- Er the map %n, - 2/n is
induced by extension of coefrcients 8r.E' on objects v/ith coefficients in t .

1.5. Since .9 is a (pro-)torus, the left action of % on I by conjugation
(i.e., :r '-' uxu-t) faclors through Ga. This defines a left Galois action on
,9 whtch, on characters ),e X'(9), transports to the left action of Ge by

left translation: l' 1x; =,1(s-t1x;)-see [Detigne, 1982, $(B)].
If ,l factors throru*r 9E with E Galois over Q and I corresponds to

(n.),, then ,f corresponds to (n,,)".

1.5' . There is also the "usual" left Galois action on .-7 and its characters
).a sol.In terms of the other notation, s€Ge takes (2")" to (rt"-,."),.

For example, if .l is the CM-11pe of an abelian vaiety Alk as in 1.3.1,
then the conjugate abelian variety l', together with the conjugate isomor-
phism E -- End(1") , has CM-type s o l. . Writing ,1 as (n?) , the set
7 : $ | n" = 1l is transformed into sz.

1.6. For each prime l, the absolute Galois group GO acts on the l-adic
realisation Hr(M) of an object M of G,{o. Choose an embedding of Q
into C. Then in rriew of the comparison isomorphism Ht(M) = HB(M) @

Q1 , each r € Ge gives an automorphism of the fibre functor It, @ q , and
therefore, by definition, an element of %(Q). This defines a continuous
homomorphism

Ga:- %(Q).
Artin motives carry a rational Go action on their Betti realisation- This
implies that e, is a continuous splitting on the Qr-rational points of the
map ?/ -- Go-but note thal it is not a homomorphism of Qr-algebraic
groups.

Putting together all frnite places I (and writing the finite adbles of a num-
ber field k as frn, ), we obtain a splitting

( 1.6.1) Ga -!- %(Q^).

Analogous splittings exist for the sequences 1.4.1 as well; they will be written

cal(E"b/e) !+ %r(en,).

The splitting r is the limit of the splittings sF.

7 
Here we need to koow that abelian varieties of CM t]"e by / , deined initially, say over

E, admit a model over Ed. This folows from E being Galois over Q: il cotrtai$ the r€fler
field of aoy of its CM-t]?es, atrd the r€sult follows, for inslance, frcm the considet?tiotr of the

moduli fields of suitabl€ ltructures without automorphisms; s€e [Shimrr., 1971, p. 130, p. 2151.
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We will briefly denote the exact sequence 1.2, equipped with all the extra
structures described above, by the following diagram:

| +.7 
-

Ga +l
il( 1.7)

%

%(Qo,) L Ga.

2. Taniyama extensions and their invariant

2.0. DEFTNITIoN. A Taniyama extension is an aftne group scheme 7'
over Q that fits into an exact sequence

(2.0.1) t.-9.-V'.-Go-r,
which is the inverse limit of exact sequences indexed by CM fields E, as in
the sequence ( 1.4.I ), and such that the Galois action induced by the sequence
on ,9 is as described in $1.5. Furthermore, a Taniyama extension by def-
inition admits l-adic splittings e, for every l, as in 1.6. As a shorthand
notation for Taniyama extensions we will use diagrams such as 1.7.

The aim of this section is to characterise Taniyama extensions by a cocycle-
like invariant.

Given a CM field E c C Galois over Q, the map 7'r(E) -- Gal(rs/Q)
from the analogue of (1.4.1)for T is su{ective, because S, splitsover,E,
so that I{l(-E, Sr):0 by Hilbert 90. Choose any set-theoretic splitting oE
of this surjection. Recall that s, is the splitting (as in (1.6.1)) of the sur-
jection Tp(Ql,) -* Ga(t"b/Q) which is implicit in the Taniyama extension

T . Then for r € cal(tslQ), define

(2.1) fs(s) : or(s)-t .er(s) (rnod SE(E)) € SE@^r)/SE|@) .

2.2, PRoposrrroN. (1) 7:he map B, does not depend on the choice of the
splitting aE .

(1i) For all r, , € cal(-EablQ), we have f EGt): ft (pE(s)) .fr(r) .

(1li) The system of maps fl", for E ranging oyer CM algebraic number
ftelds Galois over Q, characterises the Taniyama extension T (i.e., the exact
sequence 2.0.1 , inverse limit of the sequences that sene to defne fE, with all
additional strurtures) up to unique isomorphism.

Pnoor. (i) If o, and cf, are two t-rational splittings, then for all s €
ca(r"b/Q) , one has po(s) . fL@-t = or(s)-r .a'E6) e gE@) .

(ii) Dropping the subscript E from the notation momentarily, we find
that

p(st). tr-r(p(s)) . PQ)l-t =c(sl)-'e(sr)e(r)-ro(r)o(l)-'e(s)-'o(s)a(r)
: a(sl)-ro(s)o(l) e g"(E) .
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(iii) is straightforward-cf. the more detailed discussion in $2 (in padicu-
lar, Proposition 2.7) of [Milne and Shih, 1982], where our p, corresponds

to 16;-1 .

2.2.1 Rrurnx. In [Milne and Shih, 1982] it is also proved t]at maps

pE : Gal(Ee lQ) -- Sr(Eor)/Sr(E)

satisfying 2.2.(ii) come from an extension

| 4 9E.+ V;.- ca\E* p) -' 1

if and only if (i) their values are invariant under Gal(E/Q) and (ii) p,
lifts to a map b : Gal(E"b/Q) -- sr(En, ) such that D(sr)-tl-t(r(s))b(4 is
locally constant.

any character )" : 9, -- G- define a finite idble class of .E as

't E$ ' 
A) -- 

^(p 
EG)) e E;t I E. .

Then the following properties are easily checked.

2.4, Conoru.nv. For all auromorphisms s , t € Ga(E"b/Q) and all char-
acterc 7, 7' e X(9") , one has

(i) rr(s, )")yr(s, 1') : y"(s, t. )'') 1

(ii) y r(t, ),,)s = y"(t, s o A) ;
(iii) yr(sr, ,l) : yr(s, 7tlyr! , ),) .8

(iv) Let E c E' be a finite extension of CM fields, both Galois over Q.e
Then y"'(s, )'o Ns,1) = y"(s, A).

(v) The system of maps y", for E ranging over CM algebraic number

fieds Galois oter Q, characterises the Taniyama extension T up to unique
isomorphism.

3. The invariant of Z
For the rest of the paper, Q will denote the algebraic closure of Q in C '

and E will range over CM ftclds contained in Q that are Galois extensions

of Q.
3.1. DtrrNnIoN. For every CM field E' Galois over Q , let gE(s, tr) be

the invariant f6(s,,1) of the previous section for the Taniyama extension

% of 1.2.
To determine g, explicitb, lel M be a motive in G./6 with coefficients

in E and of rank 1 over E. Then for any s € Go, the conjugate motive

E R""a[ fro- 1.5, 1.5' the notations

characters of .9. .

t ny nlb"n'90. E;/E' * E irlE" .

t o,1, resp., ,lt for the two actiotrs of t € Ge on
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(3.1.1)

€: E =- HBQ,f ).

.Ei such that the following diagram

H B(M) & E E^l

Js

Ha(M') sE E+.'3,

Ms is well defined irt 3.26 and is also a motive of rank I oyer ,E . Fix bases

0:E=.HB(M),
Then there exists a finite idele 4 €

commutes:
dae^.

En,

.a!

En,

Recall that .9, is the group scheme associated to CM motives defined over

Q with coefrcients in .E. So let ),:9r -- G,, be the character corresponding
to the motive M. Then the finite idile class a .E* e E: lE depends only
on,l and on s. ^t'

3.2. PRoPostrIoN. CE6, D = a.E .

Prootr, Il suffices-possibly after enlarying .E-to treat the case where the
given character I of I, is the restriction of an ,E-rational representa-
tion p: ?/" -- GLE(Y) v/ith dim, I/ = l. Then CE6,D = 1$ EG)) =
p("(r))-t 'p(er(s)) . But p(a(s)) e .E', and the proposition follows from
the defrnition of 6, .

As a consequence, these finite idele classes c.E* har/e the formal properties
of the I, recorded in 2.4 above. They also satisfy the following lemma for
all characlers ,1, where c denotes complex conjugation, ur is the weight
of the (CM) Hodge structure given by )" (cf . 1.3.2 ff above), and Y is the
cyclotomic character. If s e Go and if ( e Q- is a root of unity, then

Y(s) e Z satisfies (s: (Y(r).

3.3. LEMMA. (i) gE(r.,1): l.
(ii) gr(s, ,t)tt" = v(r)-' . r- .

Pnoor. (i) Complex conjugation is defined rationally on H r(M) . lt other
words, er(c) e % (Q) c %(Qor) . So (i) follows from 2.2 and 2.3.

(ii) Use 2.4 (ii). By 1.3.2, l.(co)'): Nste'. This norm corresponds to
the Tate motive E(-l) with coefrcients in E because the Hodge structure
of Q(-l) is pure of type (l , l). The /-adic realisation of E(-l) is the
dual of -E a lim pr"-which explains the minus sign in the exponent of Y.

4. Tote's inyariant rnd T.-nglmds's construction

The commutative diagram preceding theorem 3.2 specialises to the situa-
tion of the Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law when M : hJA), with I as
in $1.3.1, provided s fixes the reflex field of A. ln this case, Shimura and
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Taniyama provide a class field theoretic description of th€ finite idble class
a ' E . A generalisation of this reciprocity law to all s, with M = hJA),
was found by Tate in [Tate, 1981]. We will now present Tate's approach,
generalising it to arbitrary rank I motives ,l4, and explain how this vindi-
cates langlands's construction of the Taniyama group. When we specialise
our formalism to abelian varieties, the formulas are not literally the same as
in Tate's original paper-essentially because we represent an abelian variety
,4 by rhe motive ft 

I (l ) .

4.1. For any CM field .E .-- Q that is Galois over Q, choose some system
of representatives

u: Gal(E/Q) - Ga(E"b/Q), a(t),r:z
in such a way that for all r e Gal(E/Q) one has o(cr) : u(tc) : u(r)c,
where c denotes complex conjugation.

L€t i be a character of S, as above, lift it via Rrlec,n --,SE to write
it in the form 1-- (n)tec,a@/e.t - Then given s € Ge , the following formula

defines an element of Gal(Ed/Q) which is independent of the choice of u:

(4.1.1) vug, ),) : II (u(r) . (s-',r") .u1rs-t;-r)n'
?€Gar(E/Q)

4.1.2. Notation. Normalise the reciprocity map tE i E; --+ Gal(E"b/Q) of
global class field theory for t to be the reciprocal ofthe classical Artin map.
Note that since E is totatly imaginary, /, factorises throuCh ,; /8. . Our

normalisation implies, in particular, that ra(Y(s)) : sle"b for alt s e Go
with the cyclotomic character Y defined as in 3.3. Also, as in 3.3, write the
weight of 7 as w .

4.2. PRoposITIoN. Fol s,7 as above there exists a unique id?le class

fs(s , 7) e E;r lE. satisfying the following two idmtities:

(i) rr(fr(s,1)) = vr(s, ),),
(ii) ,G(s. ,l)'*' = Y(r)-' .E-.

The proof is a straightforward generalisation of Tate's proof for the same
result in case I is a CM-rype. We need

4.2.1. Lshrral. The quotient group ke{rr)lE" is uniquely divisible and
complex conjugation c acts trivially on it. In partic lar, | + c acts bijectively
on ker(rr) lE .

We quote the proof of the lemma from [Tate, 1981]-cf. 1r.^ng, 1983,

chapter 7, I-emma 2.1l:
If U is a subgroup of finite index in 0j, then the group in question is

isomorphic 1o OIU , where 7 is the closure of U in 6"' . 
"t 

a theorem
of Chevalley [Chevalley, 1951; Artin and Tate, 19671, V is isomorphic to
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g(UlU'). On taking U in th€ real subfield E, of E and torsion free,
the lemma follows because U is isomorphic to a product of Z's, and 2lZ
is uniquely divisible.

Pnoor or 4.2. First, ru is surjective, so there exists d € t; such that
r t(a) = Vu$,.1). Then

rE(ar*') = rr(a).crr(a)c-l = Vr(s, ),).vu$, c o ).).

The latter identity follows from the fact that c2 = | , that c commutes v/ith
Gd(E'/Q) (because E is a CM field), and by taking Dt : col)oc instead of u

to define Vr: cult\c.c(s-tlE*)c.r?;(rs-l)-lc=u'(rc).(s-lls*).u'(rcs-l).
Next we check that Vr(s,1).Vr(s, c").): V".r/e(r-t)' = Verr/e(s)-' ,

where Ver"r' is the transfer map from GO to G;b . It is given by the formula

verrro(s) = ll,€c,.r(r/a) u(rr;-r . (s,r*) . o(r) . So we have to show that

f| (u(r).(s-t1r.").u1rs-1;-t;= 11 u(s-rr)-r.(s-r,..,).o(z).
r€Gal(r/Q) r€crl(r/Q)

This is done by fint relabelling z as r-ts, and then passing from ?, to
a'(21 = u11-t;r; the product is invariant under these substitutions.

By class field theorY, Verrr.o rO = rroi, where i is the natural embedding

of Qi into Ei. Applying both sides to Y(s), we see that ar*'Y1s;' e
ker(rr) .

But the structure of ker(r)/E has been studied in the lemma. It follows
that one can correct 4 to satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) and that this correction
is unique modulo tr. .

While the requirement 4.2 (ii) matches 3.3 (ii), the following list of prop-
erties of the /, is reminiscent of 2.4. Nl are easily checked for Z, instead
of f, an'd follow from this using 4.2.

4.3. PnoposnroN . For all automoryhisms s , t € Ga(Eab/Q) and all char-
acters 1, ),' e X(9), one has

(i) /r(s, l)fr(s, 1'): fr(s, A' ).').
(11) fEQ, l)s : fEQ,s o 1).
(iii) 6(r/, )u) = fr(s, L')tEU, D.
(iv) Let E c E' be afnite extension of CMfields. Then fr,(s, )"oNs,1) --

f"(s, 1).
(v) fr(c,),.):t.
We can now formulate the central result presented in this chapter.

4.4. Tneoneu (Tate-Deligne). fr : 8a. In words, the class field theoretic
invariant fu also comes from a Taniyama extension and in fact from one that
is isomorphic to the motivic Galois group % of the category ?"ta.

For the proof, define er(s, /.) = gr(s, ),). fr(s, l)-t .
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4.4.1. PRoposrrroN. (i) eE(s, ),)eEg,1') =eE6, A.1').
(ii) e"(t, )')s = er(t, s o )').
(iii) er(rt, 1): en6,Lt)eEQ, D.
(iv) Let E c E' be afnite extension of CM fulds. Then er,(s, ),"Ns,18):

eE$ 
' 

A),
(v) If 7 is the trivial chaructel then e"(s, ),): l.
(v1) er(c, ),):1 .

ft\ If )" is the CMlype of an abelian variety as in 1.3.1 and if s o ),: ),

(i.e., if s fixes the reflex field of this CM+ype: see 1.5') , then e"(s , 1) : I .

All these properties, except the last one, are immediate consequences of
what we know about fu, Bz. As for (vii), it is but a reformulation of
the Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law: [Shimura, 1971, Theorem 5.15], cf.

[Shimura and Taniyama, 1961, $13]. Here is how one checks (vii):
l.r.;I {O;,... , di} be tle reflex rype of I on the reflex field K (see(1.3.4)).

The Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law says precisely that for a finite idble
n € iq such that k(x) : r , one has

s"("1) 
-fi;ff_,:";:.

(The inverse comes in because we'not only ha,re the opposite sign convention
for the reciprocity map from Shimura, but also work with &l(,4) instead of
its dual.)

To check that /r(s, l) gives the same value, Tate decomposes the original
type 7 of E given by i into its orbits under the left action of G*. This
gives a disjoint union 7=U?. Then Vr(s,1\ = [4(r) , where 4(r):
11,.1 (o(r)' 1s-',r*)' r,1rs-' 1-i )

Following Tate, fix i temporarily, choose u.r, € Ge such lhar u jE e Tj,

and let Z:K't'.E so that Gr:w,tGxwinGr. By the basic functorial
properties of Artin's reciprocity law, we see that the following diagram is
commutative, where the vertical arrows are the respective Artin maps.

incl t;'*i, * L;' -!- Li,
lll

G?o g w,Gfw,t ''-:' Gf

"n,l
incl. 

^ab
-uE

If we denote by Gj the composite of the maps in the top row, we see that

IIi di(:r) : l\ G /x) . In order to prove (vii), i.e., r, (gr(s, )')) = Vu@, )'),
it therefore sufrces to show that the composite of the maps in the bottom
row of our diagram is just s r* {(s-t) . nris follows in the same way as we

checked 4.2 (ii).
Theorem 4.4.1 is proved. Theorem 4.4 now follows from
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4.4.2. PnoposrrroN (Deligne). Any family of maps e, satisfying all the
properties listed in Proposition 4.4.1 is triyial: eE6, D is a principal idble
for all s, )..

We start to prove this proposition by showing that tfte idile classes e"(s , ),)
all have square l. This is the part of the theorem already proved by Tate in
[Tate, l98l].

4.4.3. Lrrvrrvr,c.. (l) If 1 is the CMlype of an abelian variety as in 1.3.1
and if ),'=),t and so).:toA (in other words, if s and t act alike on the
reflex field of ),), then eE$, ),) = ee\, ).).

(ti) For all s and all characters )", er(s , A)' = er6, ),).
(ii) For all s and all )., er(s, ).)2 = l.
(iv) For all s and all )., there exists a representative e e eEG , ),),e e Eir,

such that e' = e and e2 = l.
Pr.oor. (i) We use 4.4.1 (iii) and (vii):

er(s. ,l) = eEet'ts. ).\ = etft.,ft ''yer{t'ls.,1)

= eEQ ' D 't'
(ii) First, we assume that ,t is as in part (i). By a.a.l (ii), ec(s,,t)'

= eE6, c o 1) : eE6, ),"), because c commutes with every automorphism
of a CM field. Now eu(s, ),"\ : eEGc. )) by 4.4.1 (iii) and (vi), and
e"(sc, ),) = eE(cs,l) by 4.4.3 (i), again because c commutes with every
automorphism ofa CM field. Thus, applying 4.4.1 (iii) and (vi) once more,
we find that er(s,1)" : eE(cs,1) -- eEG,,1). Finally, for general ,t, the
claim follows from 4.4.1 (i) (recall kmma 1.3.2).

The statements 3.3 (ii) and 4.2 (ii) imply that er(s, )")'*' : l. So (ii)
implies (iii).

As for (iv), start with some representatiye e e eE(s, tr), e e Eir. By part

(ii), el-" € 8.. By Hilbert 90, we may therefore correct e by an element of
E. to achieve ,'-" = I .In other words, we may (and do) assume that e is
an idCle ofthe totally real subfield F of E . By part (iii), e2 e E* nF^* : F*

- an element that is locally a square at all finite places. By class field theory,
it is the square of an element of F. . Therefore, we can adjust e to satisfy
(iv).

This proves L€mma 4.4.3.
We now conclude the proof of Proposition 4.4.2, by following Deligne's

argument contained in a letter from Deligne to Tate dated 8 October 1981.
The substance of this letter is also recorded in [Lang, 1983, chapter 7, g4].

4.4.4. There exists some CM field -E Galois over e and some CM-type
,t on E such that eE(r,,l) = I for all s e Gal(E'"b/e). Indeed, take for
instance ,E = a(r':r), and let ,[ be the cM-twe of the abelian variety
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of dimension I given by y2 = x3 -.r. Then es(s, ).) = I , for s fixing
E (which in this case is equal to its own reflex field), is a special case of
the Shimura-Taniyama reciprocity law - so special a case in fact, that it
was essentially established already in [Eisenstein, 1850]. on the other hand,
es@,).): I by4.4.l (vi). So a"(s,,1): I for all s by 4.4.3 (i).

4.4.5. We now reduce Proposition 4.4.2 to the case F = 1, where ,i '. f
denotes reduction modulo 2 on the character group: X. (9r) --', X- (,9) ez
zl2z.

Indeed, by 4.4.1 (i) it suffices to prove that es$, ).) = 1 for all s and all
CM-types 1 on E . Now given E, , E, lwo CM fields Galois over Q, and
for i = l, 2 CM-types )u, ort E,, then by 4.4.1 (iv), we may compare the
eE6, 1) on a suitable common overfield; in other words, we may (and do)

assume that Et = Ez. Then ,l = .1,,1, 
I has weight u = 0, and therefore

satisfies f,z : 7. Then ep$, A) = I implies that eE,(s, ),r) : es,$, ),2).

This proves 4.4.2 in view of 4.4.4.

4.4.6. It now remains to show e"(s,7): I for all ,1 such that F=1.
Note that es(s,,1) depends only on 1- because we know from 4.4.3 that
, ^2. , ",2eE\s'L )--eE$'^) =t.
It is convenient to switch to additive notation: write I as (n,)renom(r,O)

or as lz"r. Considering I amounts to reading the n" modulo 2, and
our hypothesis on i says that for all r, we have 

" 
j fl", (mod2) . It

follows that over Zl2Z , 1 is a linear combination of characters of the form
t-cr:r-tc fot t € Hom(E, 0).

Given such t r-1c, choose t € Gal(E"b/Q) such that t: toidr.
Then the formula e"(sl, (idr -c)) = eE(r, (idr-c)')'rr(t, (id" -c)) :
eE6,r-rc).eEQ, idr -c) shows that it suffices to verify that er(r, id, -c) :
I for all s.

To do this, choose a representing iddle a e Fi, for e"(s, id" -c) as in
4.4.3 (iv). Everywhere locally it is 11 , and we have to show ihat the sign

is everywhere the same-say +l after multiplying globally with +1 € F''.
For this it is enough to prove that, given any two distinct frnite places u1 , u2

of F, the signs of e at ?.,1 and a2 agree. IJt -F' be a totally real

quadratic extension of F that is inert at u, and u, and let E' be the

composite of F' and E. Then ar(s, idr-c) -- e",(s, (idr -c) " N",rr)

= ez,$, Nr,,, o (idu, -c)) = N"',"(e"'(s , id", -c)) . Representing

eo,(s, ido, -c) by a finite idble e' of F' as in 4.4.3 (iv), we see that, up

t6 a global sign, e= Nr,,re'.Bnt e',:+t, and the norm takes this to the

square' so €r, = 11 , which is whar we wanted to show.

This compietes the proof of Proposition 4.4.2 and thereby of Theorem 4.4.

4.4.7. Rrrvrlnr. We saw that 4.4.1 (vii) is equivalent to the Shimura-

Taniyama reciprocity law. Thus, Proposition 4.4'2 implies a generalisation
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of this law which describes the action of all of GO on any CM abelian variety.
This was mentioned in the introduction. Some details concerning the Galois
action on additional data of the abelian variety (polarisation type) are worked
out explicirly in [Tate, l98l] and [Lang, 1983, chapter 7].

In view of 92, Theorem 4.4 implies that for all .E and s as above, there
exists a class /u(s) e Sr(E^r)/Sr(E) satisfyinc frg,l): ,l("G(s)) for
all 1. Following Milne [Milne, 1989, pp. 305-307], we now give a direct
construction of the elements /r(s) from a slight reformulation ofLanglands's
construction of the Taniyama group. This provides additional insigbt into
Tate's invariant fs$ , ),), and via 4.4, a new perspective on the Taniyama
extension % associrled with CM motives. It is actually this point of view
that is going to give us control over the Z-functions of CM motives-see $5
below.

4.5. THEoREM. For ewry CM Iuld E and ewry s e Ge, there exists a
unique, explicit class f"(s) e SE(E^,)|SE(E) such that for all )", one has

fr(s, ).) : A(fr1s1) .

Here is Langlands's approach in a nutshell (cf. [Milne, 1989, loc. cit.]):
Irt E be a CM field Galois over Q,andlet W[,o be the qtotient of the

Weil group of E/Q by the image of the kernel of r, under the inclusion
EilE ,-- W o . Then we have the following commutatiye diagram with
surjective vertical arfows:

w{,o --, cal(E/Q) -. I
rsl t ll

l ----- cal(tablE) ----- Gal(E"b/a) ------' cal(E/e) ------ 1.

Given s e Ga , let .i e l(,, be any element mapping to str* € Gal(t"b/Q) .

Furthermore, for all z € Gal(E/Q) choose representatives u(z) e W{rc.
I-et ,1 and (n,) be as in 94.1.

4.5.1. LEMMA. fr1s, 11 : fl,.o"rrlor (.(.)i-rtr lrs-r;-r)n' .

For the proof, one has to check that the formula gives elements satisfying
the two conditions of Proposition 4.2. This is easy. (If I = Nrlo, then the

formula defrnes the transfer map from w{,o rc the subgroup nirlI-. .)

Now in order to get the class ,f(s) from /r(s,,l), use the'canonical
cocharacter Fs : G^ - 9E. ll is canonical over C and defined over E
which is considered as a subfield of C. Its dual map y' on the character
gloups sends a character of 9" gtven by (n.),6so'n16.6) to the character of
G,,' Biven by n,o. Let A e Gal(E lQ) operare on lF in such a way that
@"f (1n.,1,1 : y'E (@r",),) .

frlsl= ll pi(a,1t;s-'u,1rs-'1-';.
r€Gal(t/Q)

Define

(4.s.2)
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Then Theorem 4.5 follows immediately from Lemma 4.5.1.
At this point it is an exercise to check independently of Theorem 4.4 that

/r(s , ,1) is indeed the invariant of a Taniyama extension-cf. end of proof
of Proposition 2.2. Following langlands, we call the Taniyama extension

(4.5.3)

1 '57+ I

f(eo) L Ga

charcterised by the invariants ,fs(s, i) The Taniyama Gmup. Theorem 4.4
then says that the Taniyama extensions % a;nd.Z are uniquely isomorphic.

To end this section we show the relationship between the Taniyama group
and the Weil group. It lvas suggested to Langlands by Casselman and will be
used in $5 to control the .L-functions of motives n Ela.

4.5.4. PRoposrrloN (Langlands). For every CM field E Galois over Q,
therc is a homomorphism 6r: WeR - gEG) making the diagram below
commulative,

w"le %to

Q, I I

t ----- 9EG) -----', gE(c) ----"- cal(t"b/Q) ------. l.

4.5.5. CoRoLr-ARv. There exists a commulative diagram

wq=wo

t ----- 9(C) ----'. g(C) * Ge 
- 

1.

SxsrcH or rHE pRooF. The corollary follows by passing to the linit. To
prove the proposition, Langlands simply checks ($/ith slightly different nor-
malisations) that the 2-cocyclero describing the extension | -- Zr(E) --+

v6@)-- cal(E'blQ) - l,
d,., = irgt). r-t(/r(r))-' . i"e)-' ,

becomes trivial after inflation to WErc ' ilh values in 9s(C). Here we

denote by -fu{r) ro-" representative in 9r(E 1,r) of the class -G(s) . So in

the notation of 2.1, we are working with some or(t)-t 'er(s) instead of
f6(s). we may arrange these repr€sentatives such that the resulting map

4 : Gal(E"b/Q) -- .7E@ 
^t) 

is locally constant.

l0 Actually, in our somewhat uousual normalisation, we do not .eally get a 2-ctcycle. Itr fact,

in the notatioa of 2.1, rve have d",, = o(s0-ta(s)a(l) , rather than the usual o(s)a(t)a(sr)-r .

at
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Lift f, to the Weil group to get the following conmutative diagam. (Note
that the composite of the maps in the bottom row is /..)

iwtto ::'
J

cal(-E'"b/Q) 4

g"(Eo) 9E@^)l9E@)
1J

,9E@^,) ""- gE@^)lgE@).

rnen f (si) ' l-'1,rrts))-' .ir(r-' .9e@) c 9r@ o1 titts d,,. For any

infinite place u of E ,tet {, Ue the local component at u. Then .i " {(,i)
trivialises dr,, over Eu:C.

4.5.6. Rrrvr,c.nx. The map @ of Proposition 4.5.4 is unique up to (re-
versed) l-cocycles of Wr,, with values in 9BG) .

5. CM rnotives and Z-frnctions

One of the main applications that A. Weil drew from his newly defined
*Weil groups" in [Weil, 1951b, section VI] was to the l-functions of their
representations: via a generalisation of R. Brauer's induction theorem, they
may be decomposed into Hecke Z-functions'mit Grdssencharakteren". In
other words, the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional continuous com-
plex representations of l/e is generated by representations of the form
llndrp)(, for algebraic number fields Z and quasi-characters / of Li,lt..

Not all such quasi-characters v/ill factor through tt'a 4 .Z-1C; 1*tr"."
I is the Taniyama gloup). An obvious necessary condition that they do is
that they define a (CM) Hodge structure (which would be their restriction
ro 9(C)) . In other words, at most the algebraic Hecke characters (Weil's
'quasi-characters of type lo ") will be visible in G"{o-ar,d in fact they all
afe.

5.1. THEoREM. For an algebraic number fuld L , let 
".7 

be the preimage
of G, c Go in g with respect to 4.5.3 . Then the characters Hom("9 , C-)
are naturally identifted with the algebraic Hecke characters of L .

There are several ways to prove this theorem. We may, for instance, use
4.4, and prove 5.1 by constructing explicitly, for every algebraic Hecke char-
acler )( ol l, with yalues in an algebraic number field E , a motive M (X)
in E-/, with coefficients in t whose ,l-adic realisations-for finite places
,l of E-are just the one-dimensional ,l-adic Gk-representations attached to
I . We refer to [Schappacher, 1988, Chapter I, g4] for a detailed explanation
of how to build up such motives M(1) from abelian varieties of CM type.

Sticking with V rath".f, lhan 2/ one can show that the $oup .?L =gg^, constructed by Serre for every number field Z in order to aico-
modate all algebraic Hecke characters of Z [Scne, 1968], is isomorphic to
the subquotient ,V, of the Taniyama group, i.e., to the goup at leyel Z in
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the inverse system of quotients ,7, tll,e limit of which is

1 .- 9 -. ,9 ... G..- t.
See [Innglands, 1979, p. 2241; cf. [Deligne, 1982, $(E)]. We do not give the
details here.

There are a few important consequences of Theorem 5.1 (and of Brauer's
induction theorem applied to g 8C) ll which are worth stressing, cf. also
[Arderson, 1986, p. l8l].

5.2. Conoruny. For eyery object M of &t(, with coefuients in some

number field E , the system of [-adic Galois representations (n^1tt1) 
^ 

lwhere
), ranges over the finite places of E) is strictly compatible.

5.3. Conorr-.r.ny. For each object M of ?"{o, there exist algebraic number

fields Lt,...,L,, integers mr, ... , fr,, and for each i = 1,...,r, an
algebraic Hecke charocter Xi of L, such that

L(M , s) : i',.r,,(x, , ,)^, .

5.5. THEoREM. If M,I.1 are two objects of Klto, if I is a prime num-

ber and Hr(M) , H/M') the l-adic lepresentations of the motives, then the
noturul map

Hom"rr(M, tvi ) s Qr,--. Homoo(Hr(M), Hr(il ))
is surjective.

Proof. l-et -7 be the affine group scheme over Q corresponding to the q-
linear neutral Tannakian category of l-adic representations z of GO which
are potentially locally algebraic, in the sense of [Serre, 1968, III.3.3], i.e.,
possibly after restricting to a subgroup G, of finite index in Go, z factors

through Gal(Zd/Z), admits a conductor, and is given by a certain character
x^" of I, on principal ideals generated by numbers congruent to I modulo
the conductor. Mapping r lo TtaJs (over some sufrciently large number field
I ) induces a morphism 9 e Q ---, -7 . On the other hand, if z* is trivial,
then z is of finite order. This defines "7 as an extension of Go by 9aQ2,
and 5.5 follows from

5.5.1. LEMMA. The extension

l -- g @Qt-- Z -- Go-. I

l -- 9 @Qr -- % aQr---+ Ga --+ l.

It It applies because .7 I C is the invene limit of c-algebraic groups .7r I C
connccted components ar€ tori; lo wir .98 I C .

is isomorphic to
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Pnoor. See [Deligte, 1982, g(D)]. The morphism -Z - ZoQ is induced
by mapping an Er-rational (with q I E1 ) representation p of % @ E^ to
Ga\ %(Q) -. %(E1) l GLV). one checks that pveat and (poer)r,
give the same representation of .9, by reducing to the case of a CM tlpe (CM
tlpes generate all possible representations by Irmma 1.3.2 above). Then the
morphism -g - % &Qt is trapped in a mapping between both extensions
with identity on the left (9 &Qr) and on the right (Ga).

5.6. Conolleny. If two objects M, M' of e//o haye the same L-
function, then they are isomorphic.

This follows from 5.5 and the semisimplicity of our category.
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